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fast-paced action, rogue-like charm, tonnes of explosions, and a pretty great soundtrack
the price is pretty hard to beat for the content offered, too!
. Good controls, nice mechanics, i finshed it without achievements in 50 minutes. Nice little game I bought for 1 Euro in a
heavy Discount. So to be honest it feels like it may be worth 1 Euro, it\u00b4s fun for a few minutes for sure. But seeing the
normal price of nearly 11 Euros just makes me sad. This should always be around that 1 Euro!
Devs, please adjust that price!
Besides the pricing it\u00b4s a small Wave Shooter. You shoot tomatoes at Barrels coming towards you. Nothing special. Feels
weird sometimes. Graphically nothing spectacular. Have seen better Wave Shooters of similar style with more variety in
Weaponry, Levels, Enemies etc. They may be worth 5-10 Euros, but this is not.. first online match in this game vs someone with
over 10 thousand wins. mediocre match making at best. very much pay to win as well. besides playing with friends who just
started when you did or close to that i really don't see the point in this game.. You have to play this game.

The surroundings and environment are set up to create a truly unique gameplay, where you as the player are fully engaged in the
action. To succeed in Congo the players must communicate and work together, creating elements of teamwork first experienced
in Tribes 2 and built upon in Left 4 Dead. This game has all the components of a great game, the only thing missing is you.
. This is one of my first VR experiences and all I can say so far is wow...

I fond this game so addictive and rewarding! Vs my normal games, because it had a more "real" sensation to it, I felt I gained
something to a different level.

Now moving onto the game specifics.

For a first VR game it is brilliant, the artwork and textures are brilliant and so smooth. The physics of the box and arrow; even
though I am no trained archer, are so accurate and fantastic with the added benefit of not taking all too long to adapt to.

I will be keeping an eye out for future games from these guys for sure!

Keep up the brilliant work and I look forward to future releases!. Hexvade is a game that actually interested me since I heard it
was being developed by Andy Mark who's friends with a few people that I close to, so I figured I'd try to give it a shot
eventually. I gave it about 2 hours to take a look into it, see it's pros and cons, and weather I find this game good. (This is all
based on experience with Single Player.)

Firstly I must say the simple graphic design is sorta of a vein to something like classic or retro games of the Mid 80's, and to
boot the difficulty I must say is actually really challenging (Like if you aren't prepaired to be challenged by a game, this game
will crush you almost immediately.) This game will be brutal, though there are problems with that. Some of the bosses are much
easier than others. The Lizard per example is much harder to beat that The Ninja the first time around. Vice versa and you can
switch them around, but recommended to take down the easier bosses first. Some Items in this game you can pick up are better
than others obviously, though that's sometimes different in certain situations which I like. Some of the Boss patterns can be
tricky and some can be easy. A lot can be going on at times which is hard to sort of grasp but it's not super unfair, though at
times it can be.

The game as I said had a graphic design that was simple though it quite looks nice and appreciate the artistry, the boss designs
are quite nice and have a lot of charm. Same with the HexMAN which is easily the best character (Totally.) There is a lot to love
with it, and to go along with it the soundtrack is quite a gem. Really if you haven't, do yourself a favor and check out Loeder on
Youtube and listen to his music. He's one of a kind. The presentation is easy to understand and you have to memorize very few
things during playing the game which is good since it keeps things much less complicated than they need to be.
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There are a few things that kinda happen that distract the gameplay like colission detection sometimes seems to be finicy,
especially in the Hex Block that drop as you can phase right through them, Some of the times when you collect an item you
don't get it sometimes which makes no sense but it happened to me on a few occassions. Sometimes the hitbox sort of lags
behind and when I hit the head of a character that can be hit there the hitbox of something (Say the tail) is still there and I take
damage for it instead.

On one last note, this game I feel is a good game, not great though it has a lot of potential. I quite enjoyed the 2 hours I spent
with it and yes I know I haven't played Mulitplayer but as a Single Player game it's quite enjoyable and I recommend people
who are fans of challenging platformers and Boss Rush types of games. It's well worth the money asked.
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Do you like a puzzle games? Yes? So Mousecraft is for You!
Cool combination of Lemmings and Tetris will test your brain from the easiest puzzles to the really challenging ones.

Plus game have a very good and easy level editor!. I didn't play the original, but this is really rough. Bad driving model and
generally a chore to play. Ugly as a PS2 game, and not a good one.. This is what we've been asking for years since Shogun:TW
and it's worth waiting for. You know what else we've been asking for years? Medieval 3. And TW: LotR, Starwars, WH40K
would be absolutely fricking awesome.. Im very sorry to say, but DO NOT PURCHASE THIS GAME! I loved it back in the
day but unfortunately this steam copy is riddled with bugs and should not be allowed for sale. I had to tinker with settings to
even get it launching and even looking around the internet for fixes i still cant get it to go 10+ turns (about 10 mins) without
crashing. Hearts were broken </3. Boring, thats all i can say. \udb40\udc21
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